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Synopsis  

There are  mainly three types  of  tenses 

1.The present  tense  

2.The past tense 

3.The future tense 

A. Present  tense: It shows that an action  takes  place  in the 

present  

Example:The peon rings  the bell. 

B. Past tense: It shows that an action  takes place  in  the  

past. 

Example: The peon rang the bell. 

C. Future  tense: It shows that  an action takes  place  in  the  

future.  

Example: The peon will  ring  the bell. 

Present, Past,Future tense  

1.Drink,Drank,Will drink.  



2.write,Wrote,Will write.  

3.Buy,Bought, Will buy. 

4.Catch Caught,Will  catch. 

5.Fly,Flew,Will  fly. 

6.Eat,Ate,Will eat. 

7.Ring,Rang,Will  ring. 

8.Bring,Brought, Will bring.  

9.Win ,Won,WIll win.  

10.Fight,Fought,Will fight.  

11.Become,Became, Will  become.  

12.Continue,Continued,Will  continue.  

13.Come,Came,Will  come. 

14.Feel,Felt Will  feel. 

15.Go,Went,Will go.  

16.Give,Gave,Will give.  

17.Sweep ,Swept,Will  sweep.  

18.Speak,Spoke, Will speak.  

19.Forget,Forgot,Will  forget.  

20.Shine,Shone,Will  shine. 

21.Throw,Threw,Will throw. 

22.Steal,Stole,Will steal.  

23.Cut,Cut,Will  cut. 



24.Burst,Burst,Will burst. 

25.Sink,Sank,Will  sink. 

26.Has/ Have,Had,Will  have.  

27.Put,Put,Will  put. 

28.Learn,Learnt,Will  learn.  

29.Wag,Wagged,Will  wag. 

30.Rise,Rose,Will rise. 

Please  write  these 30 tenses in your  English  language  

exercise  book  and  learn  them. 

F. Is the sentence in  the  present, past,or  future  tense?  

Circle the  answer.  

A.My parents  go to the  movies  on Friday.  

B.We ate our lunch very  soon.  

C.Tina,will put the books in her bag. 

D.My father bought  some  vegetables  from  the  market.  

E.My aunt will come  from  Mumbai.  

 

A.Rewrite these  sentences  into  the  past tense.  

1.The birds fly  high  in  the  sky.  

2.The Sun rises in the  East.  

3.Peterput the coins in his pocket.  

4.The dog         wags its tail. 



5.Mary writes          with a pen. 

 

B.Rewrite these sentences  into the present  tense.  

1.Tia, drank some  cold water    .  

2.The fisherman  caught  a lot of  fish         .  

3.The tyre burst with  a  loud sound.  

4.The thief stole the gold watch. 

5.My aunt spoke  in English.  

C.Write the past tense.  

1.Learn 

2.Throw. 

3.Go. 

4.Sink. 

5.Fight. 

 

D.Write the present  tense.  

1.Bought. 

2.Ate. 

3.Continued. 

4.Forgot. 

5.Gave. 

 



E.Write in the Future  tense.  

1.Come. 

2.Have. 

3.Bring 

4.Ring. 

5.Speak.G.Choose the  correct  past tense  in the following  

sentences.  

1.The boy ______ rudely  to his grandfather. (Spoke/speak). 

2.Tom______ his 12 times tables.(forgot/forget). 

3.The ship           _____ into the  ocean      (sink/sank). 

4.My father ______ me Rs,500 for my birthday.( give/gave) 

5.John ______ happy  when  he received  his gift.(felt/feel). 


